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Oxford: Oxford University Press.. References External links Category:Australian surgeons
Category:1938 births Category:Living people Category:Australian orthopaedic surgeonsQ: Have I
overread the reason for users closing my questions? I have just been informed, in a comment on one
of my questions, that the reason for closing it was that it was not meaningful. I do not agree with this
decision, but I am stuck in my present state of ignorance. I find the close votes on my questions to be
somewhat inconsistent. I often do not understand why a question has been closed, as is the case with
the question linked to above. It is true that I have not yet been very good at asking questions, in that
most of them tend to be poor questions. However, as I have been told, they are not so much poor as
not meaningful, so I will do my best to bring them back to that state. My question is - is it the case
that users close questions for not being meaningful, or for being poor questions? The two reasons I
can think of are as follows. A) The question has not contained enough detail or context to be
meaningful, even though it has been written as a question. B) The question is too long for the site, so
the voting is only relevant to short questions. Are these reasons for closing good questions, or are
there other reasons? A: There are two types of close reason: Closed (on hold) - the question can't be
answered until some details are added. Closed (not a real question) - the question does not show
enough effort and shows no research effort. Most of your questions have been closed as "Closed (on
hold)". This means that the question will be closed for having insufficient details and will not be
reopened unless you edit the question. Most of your questions have been closed as "Closed (not a real
question)" because they are too broad or not showing research effort. For example, How to control
the keyboard LEDs of a multimedia computer? This is not a real question because it does not contain
enough information and you haven't done any research to figure out what you can do. 2d92ce491b
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